
Scorecards on T  hursday CLGA Play Days  

1.  Posting scores on CLGA play days.
a. CLGA posts all postable game scores on CLGA play days.  
b. If you are not in the game but play with us, turn in your scorecard and CLGA will post your score.
c. The person at the top of the scorecard is "captain" and responsible for turning in scorecard to Pro Shop. 
d. In CLGA competitions, you must complete the hole and record all strokes even those above your max. 

However, there may be circumstances where you were not able to complete or start a hole.  (See * 
below for instructions on how to handle those.)

2.  Play from your chosen designated tees.
a. Write "gold" or "green" by your name on the scorecard.
b. Unless a major or special event in which tees are specified for all players, play from your chosen tees. If 

you did not select a tee, you were defaulted to gold tees.
c. You can change your selection in November (start of the club season).
d. Attached is the list of selected tees (also posted on CLGA website).

3.  Check your course handicap on CLGA scorecard.
a. The Pro Shop staff are using a new system and it will help if you double-check that the handicap shown 

is correct for your designated tee. This will validate the new system. 
b. You can check your course handicap on the GHIN app.  Note that your course handicap can change 

from week to week.
c. If your handicap is different, please correct on the scorecard.

4.  Record total gross scores AND game total.
a. Record gross totals for each nine as well as the game total on CLGA scorecard.  
b. Unless game requires net scores on each hole, DO NOT record your net score until the end.  Game 

instructions will explain whether to subtract your full or partial course handicap.
c. CLGA posts scores hole by hole so your totals help us verify scores.

5.  Sign your scorecard.
a. Write your initial by your name to attest your Hole by Hole score. 
b. You, as the player, are responsible for the hole by hole score, CLGA is responsible for the total.  You 

may want to keep your own individual scorecard regardless of who has the official scorecard as a 
double-check because totals on CLGA scorecards are often incorrect.

6.  Any incorrect scores in GHIN?
a. Contact Sandy Worden so a correction can be made.
b. This is for all scores that have been input (by CLGA or you).

7.  Need help with GHIN app?  Contact Sandy Worden, sandword18@gmail.com, text or ph:  480.292.5353

*Instructions for holes not completed.
1. For a hole which counts in that day’s game, you withdraw from competition if you do not complete or 

start a hole.  Mark the scorecard “W/D” or Withdrew. Just keep on playing, recording scores (with 5X or 
9X) according to guidelines below and have fun!  Remember that State Medallion and CAGD games 
count all holes.

2. For a hole which did not count in that day’s game, use these guidelines:
a. Any hole not played is posted as a Net Par, equal to par plus any handicap strokes allocated to 

that hole.  Example: if a 19 handicap player was playing 18 holes and did not start hole 18, she 
would post a 5 (Par (4) + allocated handicap strokes (1)). Record 5X on scorecard.

b. Any hole that was started and not completed should be posted as a most likely score providing 
this is less than the net double bogey score, otherwise record the net double bogey score.  Net 
Double Bogey is (Par + Double Bogey + any handicap strokes allocated on that hole). Example: if a 
19 handicap player started to play hole 18 but picked up after going in the water, she would post a 7 
(Par (4) + double bogey (2) + allocated handicap strokes (1)). Record 7X on scorecard.
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